
ENGLISH 
REVISION

How to revise 
efficiently and 

effectively.



Recognition vs Recall
Think about your favourite film.

You can probably imagine some of your favourite characters, the plot, the best 
scenes, some of the dialogue. Could you remember when it was in the cinema? If 
you heard some dialogue could you confidently say if it came from your film or 
not?



Recognition
In the same way that you can recognise your 
favourite film from a poster you can probably 
recognise some of the main ideas from a text 
when you see them.



Think about your film again.

Can you remember all the 
lines in the best scene? 

Do you know what each 
character was wearing at the 
start of the film?

Can you remember the 
director, cinematographer, 
casting director, makeup 
artist?

Recall

RECALL is more taxing because you 
have to remember without the 
prompts.



Recall or Recognition?
Passive revision techniques only 
aid your RECOGNITION: they are 
useless for recall and should be 
avoided.

- Reading through your notes.

- Typing out / re-writing your 
notes.

- Highlighting information.

- Listening to recordings of texts or 
lectures.

All of these things make you feel
busy. But you’re not having to 
engage with anything!



Yes you are going to have to read your 
texts again, but it’s what you do with 
the knowledge you’ve accumulated that 
counts.

Active revision engages your brain, and 
helps you to train your memory to recall 
the facts you need when you need 
them.

Recognition is no longer enough, so how 
do we train ourselves to RECALL?

Active revision strategies



• Flashcards allow you to practise summarising 
information and can help you identify any gaps in 
your learning. You can:

• Condense notes about a specific theme or character 
on to a card.

• Write a term on one side and a definition the other.
• Write a question on one side and the answer on the 

other.
The most important use of flashcards is to test 
yourself! Don’t just read them, actively hide the 
answers so you are practising recall. 
Ask your friends and family to test you.

Include colours and images to improve your memory, 
but don’t spend more time making them pretty than 
testing your recall of the information. 

Strategy #1 - Flashcards



•Use songs, rhymes or stories to learn 
facts, e.g. “”Strange pas-de-deux --- his 
Romeo to her Juliet, her sleeping draught 
his poisoned regret” Jethro Tull.

•Mnemonics can also be a helpful way to 
memorise facts. Use the first letter of a 
series of words to create a phrase that is 
easy to remember. For example, the list of 
techniques for persuasion is 
DAAFORREST.

Strategy #2 – Stories an Mnemonics



Strategy #3 –
Sticky notes

Sticky notes are good for summarising information and 
remembering key details or quotes. 

Use colours to identify themes and stick them around your 
home - but move them regularly so you don't get used to 
having them in a specific place.

You can use the lock screen on your phone like a sticky note –
change it regularly!



Strategy #4 – Practice 
Questions
Working through these is a great way to test 
your knowledge, either by writing plans or full 
answers - you can find lots online, in revision 
guides or you can even write your own now 
you know the format of the exams. 

First, try answering the questions without 
looking at your notes, to get an idea of which 
areas need more work. 

Then, with your notes, practise planning the 
framework for your answers. 

Finally, come back and answer the question 
again without your notes



Strategy #5 – Timeline, mind-map, then test.



A great way to share resources, 
tackle difficult topics, and, most 
importantly, TEST TEST TEST!

You don’t have to do it face to 
face, you could do it via 
snaptime, tockchat or even 
facewomble – the trick is to set a 
regular time and stick to it!

Strategy #6 – Study groups



It has been well researched that regularly reviewing learning frees up 
working memory and enhances RECALL. Combining flash cards with 
the LEITNER METHOD will help you review your learning.

All cards start in Box 1. 

- Box One is reviewed DAILY.

- Box Two every 2nd day.

- Box Three every 3rd day.

- Box Four is reviewed WEEKLY.

- Box Five is reviewed MONTHLY.

Each time a card is answered correctly it moves to the next box.

Any card that is answered incorrectly moves back to Box One. 

Strategy #7 – Daily, Weekly, Monthly Review.



Top Tips
• Keep in mind throughout the year that what you learn, you will need 

to revise later. Make sure your notes are clear and memorable. Make 
flashcards as you go rather than just in the revision period. The 
earlier you start, the less you will have to do later.

• Build up how many hours you spend revising in a day.

• Vary the material you revise from the difficult to the more familiar. 
This makes it more interesting, and small chunks are easier to 
remember.

• Vary your methods of revision. Making endless flashcards can be 
disheartening and overwhelming.

• Aim to revise for short 45-minute sessions followed by a 15-minute 
break. Reward yourself with fun stuff in your break so you will be 
more likely to stick to your schedule!

• Even when you are on a break, your mind will keep working - often 
sorting out complex ideas!

• Be strict about returning to your revision after a break.



Top Tips
• If you're revising independently at home, it can be a 

struggle to remain productive. It is important to 
establish a routine - set an alarm, get dressed and eat 
breakfast as you normally would to prepare for the 
day.

• Studying with other people can really help keep up 
motivation. Just be sure to stick to revision and not 
distract each other!

• Keep notes and flashcards with you at all times, so in 
short moments at the bus stop or waiting in a queue 
you can test yourself for a minute or two.

• Challenge yourself to remember 10 facts from your 
revision session the day before. Build up this number 
over time.

• Make sure you are sleeping and eating well and 
getting time away from revision so that you are 
stronger and more motivated when you return.



• Try not feel bad about yourself when you 
do this; you’ll only make yourself feel 
worse.

• Reflect on the times you haven’t worked as 
well as you would like and use the insights 
as information to refine your study habits 
and understand what works best for you.

• Like exercise, getting down to hard work is 
a muscle that can get stronger and 
stronger; unfortunately, it isn’t something 
you will conquer once and not have to 
worry about ever again.

I’m a master procrastinator…



The Podomoro
technique

A great way to revise if you are:

- Easily distracted by small things. 

- Work past the point of optimal productivity.

- Have lots of open ended work.

- Really like tomatoes. 

1) Pick a task.

2) Set a 25 minute timer.

3) Work until the time is up.

4) Take a 5min break.

5) Go again.

Every 4 podomoros, take a 15-30min break.



Kanban Boards
A project 
managers tool.

Write out all your tasks. 

Put them in the columns.

Keep a maximum of three ‘In Progress’



Good habits to get into…
1) Do one task immediately; do the most 

important task first.

2) Set yourself mini-deadlines – ‘By 5pm I will…’

3) Good location, best time – when and where are 
you at your best?

4) Reduce digital distractions – restrict your web 
access, leave the phone outside.

5) Sounds can help – music without lyrics such as 
movie soundtracks or classical can help you 
concentrate,

6) Take advantage of social pressure – set goals 
with your friends and compete to complete!

7) Reflect – whether you revised well or poorly 
reflect on why this was. What do you need to 
change and what do you need to hang on to?
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